Prophecy

So are you sick of unrealistic Sci-Fi books
with Star Wars technology with bad
science and have no romance in them and a
very thin plot line along with
underdeveloped characters with no
personality, then read on. This is a Science
Fiction Romance book with true to form
science, and great romance with interesting
characters set 150 years into the future on
Earth. The story line is very plausible and
realistic plus very dramatic, it will make
you cry and also laugh, and the book has
lots of interesting 3D graphics in it for you
to enjoy. For the science readers this book
adheres to all the known laws of physics, it
has Gravitational Waves, lots of particle
physics, autonomous cars that arent very
smart, Quantum Computers which use
Qubits and have Feynman states and
decoherence and Quantum encryption. The
book talks a lot about Dark Matter, and all
of its mysterious properties which are used
for an interstellar propulsion system called
Dark Matter Drive. All the extrasolar
planets discussed in the book actually exist,
and the time dilation effects for space
travel are taken into account. For the
romance readers the book has lots of that.
All the women in the book are wicked
smart with complex personalities and they
of course fall in love. The main character is
a brilliant Latina woman with a terrible
temper which gets her in lots of trouble.
Shes perpetually late for everything, a total
espresso addict, and a Persian cat lover.
She also loves to drink Mojitos which
usually gets her in trouble. She also spends
most all her income on clothes. The book
also has some very positive religious
connotations about God the universe and
everything. So if you are ready to go on a
scientific and romantic interstellar voyage
with complex and fun characters, then this
is the book for you.
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Definition of prophecy. plural prophecies also prophesies. 1 : an inspired utterance of a prophet. 2 : the function or
vocation of a prophet specifically : the inspired declaration of divine will and purpose. 3 : a prediction of something to
come. - 13 min - Uploaded by VISUALSubscribe: https:///entvisual Why is Nobody Talking about This Strange A
prophecy is a message that is claimed by a prophet to have been communicated to them by a god. Such messages
typically involve inspiration, interpretation, or revelation of divine will concerning the prophets social world and events
to come (compare divine knowledge). - 70 min - Uploaded by Behold IsraelAmirs recent teaching on the significant role
of the Philippines in Bible prophecy.In religion, a prophet is an individual regarded as being in contact with a divine
being and said to speak on that entitys behalf, serving as an intermediary with humanity by delivering messages or
teachings from the supernatural source to other people. The message that the prophet conveys is called a prophecy,
whichProphecy was delivered by prophets who wrote what God had revealed to them. Many of the prophecies recorded
in the Bible have already come to pass.Prophecy definition: A prophecy is a statement in which someone says they
strongly believe that a particular Meaning, pronunciation, translations andDefine prophecy. prophecy synonyms,
prophecy pronunciation, prophecy translation, English dictionary definition of prophecy. n. pl. prophecies 1. a.Bible
prophecy or biblical prophecy comprises the passages of the Bible that reflect communications from God to humans
through prophets. Jews and Christians There is general agreement today that gifts like languages, prophecy, and healing
disappeared early in the churchs history. Among those whoprophecy??????? ????1??????? ??(??).2??????
????????that?.??His prophecy that war would break out came true. ??????.Jeff Jansen: New Musical Prophets, the Sound
of Revival, and Prophetic Word Chuck Pierce: Key Prophecy: Over the Next 4 Months - Danger in Your New
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